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Hang Seng Table Tennis Academy

Programme Period: 2001 to present

Objective: To identify and nurture home-grown table tennis talent and to promote healthy lifestyles by encouraging

people of all ages and backgrounds to participate in sports

Partner: Hong Kong Table Tennis Association

Target Audience: Children and young people aged from 5 to 16, athletes, coaches and the general public

Details: The programme provides specialist training and programmes to nurture and support young table tennis talent as

they pursue their long-term sporting aspirations.

Impact: Hang Seng has been working with Hong Kong Table Tennis Association to support table tennis development in

Hong Kong since 1991. Hang Seng Table Tennis Academy has provided table tennis training for over 65,000 students

including 140 members of the Hong Kong Table Tennis Team and Hong Kong Table Tennis Youth Team. The Academy

reached over 410,000 beneficiaries through more than 7,700 activities since its establishment in 2001. Hang Seng is

especially delighted that 5 of the 6 core players of Hong Kong Table Tennis Team at the Tokyo Olympics are alumni of

the Hang Seng Table Tennis Academy, including the female bronze medalists Doo Hoi Kem, Lee Ho Ching and Soo Wai

Yam, as well as male players Wong Chung-ting and Lam Siu-hang. Hong Kong Women’s Table Tennis team clinching

the Bronze Medal at the Tokyo Olympics in the exciting play-off match against Germany, making history for Hong Kong.
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30 Years of Support for Hong Kong Table Tennis

The traditional capping ceremony at the age of 20 marks the passage from adolescence to adulthood,

while men in their 30s celebrate the heyday in their pursuit of dreams. In-between 20s and 30s lies a

fruitful journey of personal growth. It is a challenging journey, so is nurturing world-class athletes – a

feat that encompasses 8 to 12 years of systematic training, a lot of sweat and tears, and steadfast

commitment.

This year, six core members of Hong Kong representatives participate in the Tokyo Olympic Games

(two reserve members attend as well), five of them are alumni of the “Hang Seng Table Tennis

Academy”.

Nurturing Future Talent with Can-do Spirit

Thirty years ago, Hong Kong Table Tennis Association joined the Hong Kong Sports Development

Board to launch the three-year Table Tennis Community Development Programme in 1991. With a view

to facilitating youth development and the sustainable growth of Hong Kong, Hang Seng Bank pledged

HK$1.75 million to support the Programme. The Programme, which has since been retitled as “Hang

Seng Table Tennis Community Development Programme”, is aimed at enriching youth growth and

development with table tennis training under the can-do spirit. Besides offering training opportunities at

a district-level, the Programme also helps groom home-grown talent, with the goal of developing an

elite team through competitions.

To promote table tennis in Hong Kong, especially among young people, the Students Badges Award

Scheme was introduced to scout young guns in a systematic way, giving birth to the first Hong Kong

table tennis league ranking 30 years ago. The best performing players are selected for overseas

competitions, paving the way for them to enter the Hong Kong team.
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“Hang Seng Table Tennis Academy” – the Cradle of Olympic Hopefuls

Among the six core members of Hong Kong representatives in the Tokyo Olympic Games, five of them
are alumni of the “Hang Seng Table Tennis Academy”, namely Wong Chun Ting, Doo Hoi Kem, Lee Ho
Ching, Soo Wai Yam Minnie and Lam Siu Hang. Founded in 2001 by Hong Kong Table Tennis
Association under the auspices of Hang Seng Bank and the Leisure and Cultural Services Department,
the Academy is dedicated to scouting and nurturing new generation talent for the sport; providing
athletes, coaches and technicians with quality training and facilities; and promoting physical education.
The Academy has benefited more than 65,000 athletes since its inception, including 17 out of 28
existing Hong Kong team members.

Hong Kong Table Tennis Hopefuls Poised for Olympic Glory

Set to compete in three Olympic events, namely men’s singles; men’s team and mixed doubles, table
tennis ace Wong Chun Ting has set his sights on the podium. When asked about his preparation for the
Games, the world’s 19th ranked tennis player said, “I’m currently undergoing intensive physical training
to boost my stamina for the coming three events. I also take part in the mixed doubles training every
day.” Having received two doses of COVID-19 vaccine, Wong remains composed in the face of
pandemic threats. Wong joined the “Hang Seng Table Tennis Academy” elite team at the age of 12,
which greatly sharpened his skills and, more importantly, offered him precious competition experiences.
He became a full-time athlete at 18.

Partnering Wong Chun Ting in mixed doubles is Doo Hoi Kem in the 15th place of world ranking, a
veteran Olympian who has participated in the Rio Games in 2016. Earlier on, the experienced athlete
has spent around seven to eight months in China training with the national team. Hitting her stride now,
Doo commented, “I have high expectations on mixed doubles and team event. I have put an extra effort
into mixed doubles and doubles training to build team spirit and tacit understanding with my
teammates.”
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Hong Kong Table Tennis Hopefuls Poised for Olympic Glory

Olympics first-timer Soo Wai Yam joined the “Hang Seng Table Tennis Academy” since 2006. The
young athlete has made friends with many like-minded table tennis aspirants at the Academy. The 23-
year-old women’s singles and women’s team hopeful said, “competitions have been put on a halt for a
year due to the pandemic. I am therefore anxious to boost my training and maintain a resilient mindset.”
Soo winds down by reading and watching TV programmes.

Another Olympic novice Lam Siu Hang decided to become a professional athlete at the age of 15. The
promising young man beat his senior Wong Chun Ting 3-1 in the Hong Kong Table Tennis Open final.
For Lam, the postponement of Tokyo Games for one year is a blessing in disguise, which has earned
him an extra year for preparation. “I will remain relaxed in front of the games. I will enjoy my first
attempt at the Olympics as a learning opportunity,” said the young cub.

Regardless of their Olympic performance, the diligence, resilience and can-do spirit of the Hong Kong
Table Tennis Team are truly commendable. Serving Hong Kong for 88 years, Hang Seng Bank strongly
believes in the pivotal role of sportsmanship in individual development, coupled with the vision of
promoting a healthy lifestyle and a sense of community through sport. Hang Seng will cheer for the
Hong Kong table tennis squad as they strive for medal glory on the international arena.


